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ABSTRACT

Supporting natural communication cues is critical for people
to work together remotely and face-to-face. In this paper we
present a Mixed Reality (MR) remote collaboration system
that enables a local worker to share a live 3D panorama of
his/her surroundings with a remote expert. The remote expert
can also share task instructions back to the local worker using
visual cues in addition to verbal communication. We conducted a user study to investigate how sharing augmented gaze
and gesture cues from the remote expert to the local worker
could affect the overall collaboration performance and user
experience. We found that by combing gaze and gesture cues,
our remote collaboration system could provide a signiﬁcantly
stronger sense of co-presence for both the local and remote
users than using the gaze cue alone. The combined cues were
also rated signiﬁcantly higher than the gaze in terms of ease
of conveying spatial actions.
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INTRODUCTION

A wide variety of communication cues are used in face-to-face
collaboration, such as audio (e.g., speech, paralinguistic, intonation), visual (e.g., gaze, gesture, facial expression, body
posture), and environmental information (e.g., object manipulation, writing, drawing, spatial layout). These different
cues are combined to create more efﬁcient communication
and better mutual understanding between remote collaborators. Advances in telecommunication technology have enabled
rapid developments in methods for remote collaboration, such
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as real-time audio and video streaming, or mobile conferencing. However, most of these technologies cannot convey all of
the same communication cues as those which are presented in
face-to-face collaboration. For example, on a video conferencing link, some subtleties of the gaze or gestures might be lost.
It could also be tricky to share the same spatial cues present in
the local conversation or to share environmental information
around.
The use of Head-Mounted Displays (HMDs) with Mixed Reality (MR) technology creates the possibility for a more intuitive
and immersive collaborative experience than with conventional 2D video-based systems. For example, by capturing and
streaming 360◦ video of the local worker’s view into a Virtual
Reality (VR) scene viewed by a remote expert, the remote expert can feel like he/she is sharing the local user’s workspace,
being able to inspect the local environment in a 360 view [29].
Similarly, Augmented Reality (AR) technology enables the
remote expert to overlay virtual content onto the local worker’s
view, such as showing 3D virtual annotations on top of real
objects to demonstrate how to manipulate them [22].
We would like to study remote collaboration with natural
communication cues in dynamically changing room-scale environments, such as remote maintenance of large machines or
control rooms, crime scene forensics, emergency response, and
remote teaching of dance or acting performance, etc. There are
many diverse application areas where this could be valuable.
MR remote collaboration has often been studied before from
two perspectives: 1) Capturing more dimensional information
about the local scene and building an unconstrained viewpoint
for the remote expert [27]; 2) Adding and improving communication cues exchanged between local and remote users for
more efﬁcient and easier collaboration [32].
In this paper, we present a novel MR remote collaboration system that supports live streaming of an immersive 3D view of
the local worker’s environment at room-scale. It also supports
live sharing of the remote user’s eye gaze and hand gestures
back to the local user to convey spatial task instructions. This
system combines the advantages of capture technologies and
communication interfaces mentioned above while minimizing
their limitations. Compared to prior work, the primary novel
contributions of this paper include: 1) A MR remote collaboration system that enables sharing of hand gesture and eye
gaze communication cues within a live 3D panorama; 2) A
formal user study that compares hand gestures and eye gaze
as visual cues (standalone and combined) with the conven-

tional verbal communication in a live 3D panorama-based MR
remote collaboration task.
In the rest of the paper, we review related work and compare
our approach to this prior work, and then describe the design
and implementation of our prototype system. We report on
a full user study with the platform focusing on the usability
of proposed MR collaboration cues. We ﬁnally discuss the
results we have found, conclusions, and directions for future
work.
RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss two perspectives of related work
in MR remote collaboration: 1) Local scene capturing and
sharing for the remote expert; 2) Remote communication cues
shared between the local worker and the remote expert. We
study these two aspects with our novel system and experiment.
Local Scene Capturing and Sharing

Conventional remote collaboration systems share 2D video
feeds from local to remote users to help them work together [2,
22, 23]. These systems mainly use a ﬁxed-view camera, which
limits the monitoring angle and operating volume for the remote user. To overcome this, researchers started to explore
alternative approaches such as using head-mounted cameras [7,
22], hand-held cameras [3, 39], or cutting between shots of
multiple cameras [14] to support dynamic views from different positions and poses. With this changeable point of view,
the remote expert can observe the local workspace from more
perspectives, which improves the understanding of the local
worker’s situation.
Many prior studies focused on evaluating the usefulness of
sharing the ﬁrst-person view with head-mounted cameras for
remote collaboration [10, 15, 21]. These systems can automatically follow the local worker’s actions and effectively
reduce the remote expert’s cognitive load. However, the captured view from the head-mounted camera is controlled by
the local worker and only gives a limited view of the local
workspace. Use of a static wide-angle camera [7] or even
360◦ cameras [20, 27, 28, 29, 38] have been studied to enlarge the captured area of the local environment. In this case,
the remote expert can independently control their viewpoint,
but cannot change their position in the local space. Some researchers have tried to overcome this limitation. For example,
the Giant-Miniature Collaboration system [37] explored MR
collaboration through a tracked tangible 360-camera interface,
in which both dependent and independent viewing of the 360◦
video feeds were possible at multiple scales and positions.
Although 2D video sharing can provide a real-time highresolution view for detailed inspection and manipulation, it
does not provide depth information for the remote user, which
makes it challenging to understand the layout of the captured
scene and also decreases the sense of co-presence [9]. To
overcome this limitation, depth sensors have been used to
reconstruct 3D geometrical information of the local scene
into a static mesh online [11] or ofﬂine [44] for the remote
expert to view in a VR environment. Researchers have experimented with capturing the local workspace as a 3D geometrical model [1, 11, 39, 43, 44], providing independent

third-person 6 Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) viewpoint control,
and increasing the remote expert’s depth perception and spatial
awareness of the local surroundings. Two possible ways are
used to present the captured 3D geometrical model. The ﬁrst
is to display the 3D model on a traditional 2D screen, such as a
computer monitor or a handheld device; The second is to use a
HMD to show the scene in a more immersive VR environment.
A study by Johnson et al. [19] showed that using a HMD is
better for giving frequent instructions during dynamic tasks.
Due to hardware limitations, previous research on 3D scene
capturing and sharing either restricted the local workspace to
a small area to ensure real-time streaming, or reconstructed a
large local workspace as a static 3D model without updates
at all. For example, Gao et al. [9] combined a pre-recorded
low-resolution 3D mesh of the user’s surroundings with a wide
ﬁeld-of-view high-resolution 2D video feed streaming from
the local to the remote user. This hybrid method can be used to
solve the update restriction while offering depth information
at the same time. Stotko et al. [42] recently presented the
ﬁrst practical client-server system for real-time capture and
many-user exploration of large-scale static 3D scenes. Teo et
al. [45] mixed 360◦ live video and 3D ofﬂine reconstruction to
enhance collaborative search tasks in 360 with 3D geometrical
information while providing updates in 2D, which created a
higher sense of social presence in the collaboration without
affecting performance.
Several systems have tried to reconstruct and share a large
workspace as a dynamic 3D model for remote collaboration by
merging data from multiple sensors [1, 4, 5]. These systems
were mainly implemented in an outside-in structure, in which
all sensors were deployed around the scene, facing towards
a center target. For example, the Remote Fusion system [1]
was one of the ﬁrst remote guidance systems to support an
independent 3D viewpoint for the remote expert. Multiple
depth sensors were used to capture the local work environment, which was then rendered as a 3D model in the VR world
and streamed to a remote site. Dou and Fuchs [5] also merged
pre-scanned static parts of a room by tracking them online
with live data from commodity depth cameras to achieve a
noise-free and complete 3D capture of the room. Maimone
and Fuchs [31] further developed a telepresence system offering room-sized, fully real-time volumetric scene capture, and
continuous-viewpoint head-tracked display. However, these
works mainly focused on sharing of the entire environment
and user’s full body without sharing accurate communication
cues such as gaze or gesture data.
Remote Communication Cues

One type of remote collaboration aims to guide a local worker
to complete a real-world task with help from a remote expert
using various communication methods. The most common
way is using speech to talk with each other.
However, there is a lot of research showing that visual cues
provide further communication details for collaborators to
ground their utterances and improve their performance [6].
Device-centric input like moving a cursor pointer or writing
virtual annotations is commonly used to provide spatial cues
for MR remote collaboration. For example, Fussell et al. [8]

showed that using virtual annotations could increase guidance
efﬁciency to where it was nearly identical to working side
by side. Kim et al. [21] compared using annotations for remote guiding tasks to a cursor pointer, and found that the
pointer was the most preferred additional cue by users for a
parallel experience where both users had the same information. However, drawing annotations over 2D videos requires a
static camera or the ability to freeze the live video; Otherwise
virtual annotations may lose their referents easily when the
camera viewpoint is changed [16, 24, 26]. To solve this issue,
some researchers have used Simultaneous Localization and
Mapping (SLAM) tracking techniques to track and map the
3D movements of the camera [12, 13]. With this technology, world-stabilized annotations can be supported with an
independent view enabled at the same time.
With the development of behavior detection technology like
eye tracking or hand detection, natural user-centric cues, such
as hand gesture, eye gaze, or body posture, can be used in
collaborative MR interfaces to match the face-to-face collaboration experience. There are many examples of remote
collaborative MR systems that support hand tracking and gesture sharing. Alem et al. [2] indicated that hand gestures were
richer than using a cursor in terms of representation of rotation and orientation in collaborative tasks. Tecchia et al. [44]
investigated providing gesture guidance in a 3D VR world
to simulate a more natural guidance scenario and found that
experts could reach places that they were not able to point to
before. Researchers have also introduced the sharing of head
pointing or eye gaze in remote collaboration [25, 32, 35, 40] or
attached these behaviors onto avatars in a collaborative virtual
environment [41] to enhance the understanding of the local
worker’s intentions. Gupta et al. [15] used eye gaze to show
the local worker’s real-time focus during tasks. They found
that sharing of gaze cues could signiﬁcantly improve task performance even without supporting cursor pointing from the
remote expert. However, gaze transfer also resulted in longer
task time [34], and the interpretation of communicative intention could be difﬁcult [33]. Other types of communication
cues, such as a virtual view frustum, can also be shared to
provide accurate information as to where each user is looking [36].
Most of these studies were conducted with no support for
room-scale 3D live scene scanning or no use of both gaze and
hand gestures at the same time, leaving questions about the
usability of these cues in a large scale collaborative experience.
By mixing a 3D live panorama and natural visual cues in
our system, the local worker is able to capture and share a
reconstructed 3D virtual replica of their physical workspace
with a remote expert. The remote expert can walk through the
VR scene independently of the local user’s view, while sharing
their eye gaze and hand gestures back to the local worker for
efﬁcient communication. Being visualized using a virtual gaze
line and a hand mesh, these cues can be augmented in the real
scene through the local user’s AR display to help them with
real-world tasks.

SYSTEM OVERVIEW

Inspired by the 360◦ video camera, we developed a live 3D
panorama sensor cluster that supports instant 3D reconstruction with real-time updating (Figure 2a). This enables the
remote expert to watch the entire local user’s environment in
3D and receive all actions and changes without delay. The
cluster has a large scanning volume (a semi-sphere shaped
space with a 10m radius) with a reasonably small cluster size.
The remote expert’s gaze and gestures can be detected by the
VR headset’s built-in eye tracker and external gesture sensor,
and can be seamlessly shared with the local worker for task
guiding and attention focus, offering rich natural communication cues.
Figure 1 shows an overview of our system. A local worker
wears a see-through AR display (Magic Leap One) with a set
of position-ﬁxed depth-sensing units for mapping out their
workspace. The remote expert wears a VR headset (HTC Vive
Pro Eye) with a built-in eye tracker and an external gesture
sensor (Leap Motion). We connect all devices to the same
private network for fast data exchange, and then align both
the AR and VR systems to the same shared virtual coordinate
frame, the origin of which is located in the center of an image marker in the workspace. We use the image tracking in
the Magic Leap One to detect the image marker in the AR
physical world, and use the Vive Lighthouse tracker to get the
same position in the VR mapped representation. So the gaze
and gesture data from the remote VR system can be directly
visualized in the local AR system without any further pose
transformation needed. This allows both the local and remote
users to feel that they are co-located in a shared MR space, the
same as in face-to-face communication.

Figure 1. The 3D panorama unit reconstructs the local environment,
and then streams the stitched point-cloud data to the remote VR expert
via the network. The eye gaze and hand gesture information are shared
back to the local AR worker from the remote VR expert synchronously.

In the following sections, we further explain the design and
implementation of main features of our MR remote collaboration system: 1) The live volumetric fusion and sharing of
point-cloud data from the depth sensor cluster; 2) The hand
gesture and eye gaze guidance as natural visual cues; 3) The
avatar and its pointing arrow for auxiliary awareness cues.

3D Live Panorama (Local to Remote)

To capture the local workspace, we assembled eight off-theshelf RGB-Depth cameras (Intel RealSense D415) into a sensor cluster, as shown in Figure 2a. We designed a frame based
on a ﬁeld-of-view calculation, with which all point clouds
from eight sensors can be correctly merged into a semi-sphere
shape with no gaps left. To fuse all sensors accurately in
space, we performed a one-time calibration using the Multiplecamera System Calibration Toolbox for MATLAB [30]. The
calibrated result is shown in Figure 2b with the red frames. A
single local computer retrieves all volumetric frames from the
cluster via extended USB connections, stitches them in real
time, and then streams the fused output to a remote VR computer via a 10Gb Ethernet connection. The ﬁnal 3D data set is
rendered as a dense panorama scene in the VR environment,
which the remote user can freely navigate himself/herself
through.
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Figure 3. Natural visual cues shared from the remote to the local user:
the purple gaze raycast line, and the grey hand mesh in a) the remote
VR mode and b) the local AR mode.

Avatar and 360 Awareness Cues

Since our system shares a room-size 3D panorama scene, when
the two users are located in different positions and looking
in different directions, it is hard for one user to track the
gaze or gesture cues of the other. To give both users a more
unambiguous indication of their partner’s location and viewing
direction, we introduce a simple avatar made from a virtual
head frustum and a 3D arrow cue that points to the location of
the other user (Figure 4). These features are enabled on both
sides, although the local worker can be watched through the
shared panorama by the remote VR expert.
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Figure 2. a) The sensor cluster with eight depth camera units; b) The
calibration result of the sensor cluster.
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Natural Visual Cues (Remote to Local)

We explored two types of natural communication cues as well
as their combination (Figure 3) that could be shared from the
remote VR mode to the local AR mode:
• Eye Gaze A virtual raycast line of the remote user’s eye gaze
overlaid onto the local user’s AR view from a third-person
perspective. This provides an explicit visual representation
of the remote expert’s gaze direction and what they are
looking at in 3D space.
• Hand Gesture A virtual 3D mesh of the remote user’s hand
is overlaid onto the local user’s view from a third-person
perspective. This works as a proactive visual guide from
the remote expert in the searching, placement, or rotation
of target objects.
• Eye Gaze and Hand Gesture By combing two cues above,
both the remote user’s gaze raycast line and 3D hand mesh
are augmented in the local AR scene, providing much richer
interaction with the local user to help them with their tasks.
All visual cues from the remote user are rendered in both
the AR and VR scenes with accurate depth perception and
occlusion, which provides realistic physical interaction for
better spatial understanding and more precise communication.
For example, the 3D hand models from the remote user can be
visually blocked by a real box in the local AR scene because
of the spatial relationship and its real-time occlusion.
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Figure 4. Auxiliary awareness cues for the local worker: the simple
avatar has the purple sphere head and half-transparent yellow view frustum, and the pin arrow in orange always points to the head sphere.

• Head Frustum For both sides, the virtual view frustum
represents the other user’s head position and the general
direction of where that user is looking in his/her workspace,
as well as the ﬁeld of view of the AR/VR headsets.
• Pin Arrow In case one of the user’s avatars is out of view
and cannot be seen by the partner, the system will always
show a virtual 3D arrow pointing to where the other user’s
avatar head is located.
Implementation

The prototype system was built with AR and VR HMDs for
the local worker and remote expert, respectively. The remote
expert used the HTC VIVE Pro Eye, tethered to a desktop computer (Intel Core i7-8700 3.2GHz CPU with 6 Cores, 32GB
DDR4 RAM, NVIDIA GeForce RTX 2070 GPU) running
Microsoft Windows 10. A Leap Motion hand tracker was
mounted on the front plate of the VR HMD for capturing the
remote expert’s hand motions that were then shared with the

local worker. The local worker used the Magic Leap One AR
headset to watch the augmented cues. We used the Magic
Leap One in Size 1 (the smaller ﬁtting) and only recruited
users with normal vision or corrected to normal vision with
contact lenses. Some people could not participate in the study
because their heads were too big or their eyes were too far
apart for the Magic Leap build-in eye-tracking to work appropriately.
For capturing the live 3D panorama of the local workspace,
eight Intel RealSense D415 cameras were connected to another
desktop computer (the same hardware conﬁgurations as above)
via a PCIe USB 3.0 expansion board and USB 3.0 extension
cables. We used the native depth resolution of 848 × 480 of
the D415 camera at 30 Frames Per Second (FPS) to reduce
the computing workload and network delay while maintaining
the smooth frame acquisition. We converted the color and
depth frames into point-cloud data using the Intel RealSense
library1 . We then projected the spatial data of eight cameras
into one uniﬁed virtual coordinate system with our calibration
procedure. These mapped data could be stitched together to
reconstruct the workspace as a dense live panorama. The
average FPS of our system dropped to 20 FPS (at the depth
resolution of 848 × 480) from native 30 FPS with this step.
The 3D panorama was then shared with the remote computer
through the wired connection by using the Draco5 library2
with socket APIs to combine encoding and decoding of point
clouds into real-time streaming, which improves the storage
and transmission of 3D geometric meshes and point-clouds.
The data exchange delay between the two computers averages
less than 300ms over our local area network (up to 10Gbps).
The AR and VR devices and all computers were wirelessly
connected to the same local Wi-Fi network, so that the spatial information of all natural cues can be transmitted in two
ways with no noticeable delay (< 10ms). Since the Magic
Leap One and HTC Vive Pro Eye can track their pose in the
environment with 6 DoF accuracy, the headset spatial location
and orientation were also shared with each user in real time
and visualized as a simple avatar. With the image tracking
calibration method, the alignment of two coordinate systems
was accurate to around 1–2cm in the working range (< 3m).
The software was developed using the Unity 3D game engine (2017.4.18f1), and an image processing Unity plugin
was coded in C++ for processing the point-cloud data. This
framework allows us to rapidly prototype the MR remote collaboration system that supports various communication cues
in the shared live 3D dense scene. However, one limitation is
that the depth camera’s depth frame is slightly noisy with a
wavy surface observed in the visualized point-cloud where ﬂat
planes should be.
USER STUDY

We were interested in evaluating the impact of sharing gaze
and gesture cues separately and together for spatial guiding in
MR remote collaboration tasks. We conducted a formal user
study to explore the usability of our visual cues.
1 https://github.com/IntelRealSense/librealsense
2 https://github.com/google/draco

Experimental Design

In our study, we used speech communication without any
visual cues as our control condition and the verbal plus visual
cues as the comparison. In this case, our primary independent
variable was the type of natural visual cues that were shared
from the remote to the local user, with four communication
conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Verbal Only (Control Condition)
Eye Gaze
Hand Gesture
Eye Gaze + Hand Gesture (Combined Condition)

In the user study, we mainly investigated the following two
research questions: 1) How does the sharing of eye gaze or
hand gestures from the remote user affect collaboration in
a MR remote collaboration interface? 2) What are the beneﬁts of mixing both gaze and gesture cues for MR remote
collaboration compared with using each cue alone?
Our research hypotheses were:
• H1. Sharing natural visual communication cues (eye gaze
and hand gesture) rather than only verbal cues from a remote user in a MR remote collaborative interface would
improve collaboration (as measured by task performance,
social presence, etc.).
• H2. Mixing both gaze and gesture cues for MR remote collaboration would beneﬁt remote communication compared
with using each cue alone.
It is important to note that augmented visual cues have different properties. Gaze and head frustum communication cues
are continuously shown and do not require intentional action
from the user, and so work as implicit cues. In contrast, hand
gestures are proactive cues and require conscious effort from
the user. For example, the remote user has to explicitly decide
to reach out and point at an object. By mixing both types, we
assume better usability on collaborative tasks than using either
cue alone. The effect of these communication cues have not
been studied before in a shared live room-scale 3D panorama
collaborative workspace.
Experiment Set-up

We set up our experiment in a big open space ofﬁce with
two cubicles. The local user performed tasks in a (7m × 5m)
cubicle, and the remote expert was located in another cubicle
of the same size in the same ofﬁce (Figure 5b). To avoid both
users seeing each other, we placed them back to back and put
a whiteboard between them. The panorama capture unit was
installed in the center of the local cubicle’s ceiling 2.4m from
the ﬂoor, as indicated in Figure 5a. The reconstructed live 3D
panorama example is shown in Figure 5c.
Experimental Task

The local workspace consisted of four L-shaped tables placed
around one desk in the middle, three cabinets on the side,
ofﬁce supplies, and many devices lying around like a typical
working environment. On four tables, we placed 20 Lego
bricks of the same size and shape, each on top of a white
square tag. We put the bricks into ﬁve groups, each including

picked brick on the target tag until it was correctly positioned
and conﬁrmed by the remote expert.
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To avoid the shadow cast by users from the depth sensors while
standing in front of the L-shaped tables, we asked participants
to walk around sideways. In each trial, we deﬁned four bricks
to be picked up, one each from four different groups, and their
destinations and orientations were also shufﬂed and assigned
arbitrarily in each condition to avoid memorizing their positions. During the whole process, the participants were free to
talk to each other, describing the brick direction, color, and
surrounding reference objects. To avoid collaborators easily
describing the color or orientation to identify the target, we
grouped the same-color Lego bricks together and placed them
with the same initial orientation to increase task difﬁculties, as
shown in Figure 5a. Depending on the experiment condition,
participants could communicate only verbally or together with
augmented eye gaze and/or hand gestures.
Experimental Procedure

Figure 5. Experiment environment: a) The local section with Lego
bricks placed around desks and the live 3D panorama capture unit installed on the ceiling; b) The remote part with the VR headset installed;
c) A screenshot of the reconstructed live 3D panorama in VR.

four bricks of the same color, and we randomly placed another
20 white square tags among the Lego bricks (Figure 6a).
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Figure 6. a) Lego bricks on the tags; b) The overlaid cubes with numbers
to indicate the brick for picking up, and the overlaid cubes with numbers
and arrows to indicate the target position and orientation of the Lego
brick with the same pickup number.

The experimental task in each trial was to search and pick up
four arbitrary Lego bricks from all 20 pieces, and place them
with correct orientation on top of their corresponding numbered tags using different types of communication cues. The
bricks to be taken, their destination tags, and their orientations
were shown to the remote expert in the VR scene by overlaying visual cues next to the bricks and over the destination
tags (Figure 6b). The local worker, wearing the AR headset,
was able to walk between the L-shaped tables and the middle table to complete the task. He/she ﬁrst needed to follow
the remote expert’s instructions (speech description, gesture
pointing, and/or gaze indicating) to pick up a designated Lego
brick, and then walk to the target location to place and align the

Before the experiment started, participants were assigned to
their partner and their roles as the local worker or the remote
expert with no speciﬁc preference. The experiment began
with the participants signing a consent form and answering demographic questions and describing their VR/AR experience.
The participants were then shown the remote collaboration
system and the experiment tasks. The VR user’s eye gaze
was calibrated at the beginning, followed by a training session where paired local AR and remote VR participants tried
each condition and got used to the collaboration system and
interfaces. Each experiment session included four trials with
different cue conditions shared from the remote to the local
side. The order of the cue conditions was counterbalanced
between participants. In each trial, participants performed four
“pick-and-place” subtasks under a given shared cue. Based on
pre-deﬁned virtual tags, the remote user gave instructions to
the local users to pick up the target bricks and put them with
correct orientation on top of the designated tags. After ﬁnishing each trial and all four trials, they evaluated their experience
and provided qualitative feedback about the communication
cues and system in general. The study for each pair took about
one hour on average to complete.
Measurements

We used a within-subject design between four trials of different
cue conditions, as described above. For each pair of participants, one was the local worker and the other was the remote
expert, without swapping for each condition as a betweengroup design. We chose this design because it reduced the
time for the study, participants felt less tired or bored, and it
alleviated the learning effect to some extent.
We collected both objective and subjective measures from each
condition. The time for completing the tasks was recorded in
a system log ﬁle to objectively measure task performance. At
the end of each trial, the participants were asked to complete
several subjective questionnaires. We used the NMM Social
Presence Questionnaire [17] for measuring Social Presence,
the MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire [46] for measuring
the sense of being together, and the NASA Task Load Index

RESULTS

In this section, we report on the results of the user study regarding the performance and usability of all communication cue
conditions, and summarize the subjective feedback collected
from the participants. The mean difference was signiﬁcant at
the .05 level, and adjustment for multiple comparisons was automatically made with the Bonferroni correction unless noted
otherwise.
Participants

We recruited 24 participants (12 male and 12 female) in 12
pairs from the local campus community with their ages ranging
from 20 to 47 years old (M = 29.6, SD = 6.6). Most participant
pairs knew each other. Four participants used video conferencing daily, and the rest a few times a month. Four participants
were familiar with AR or VR interfaces, with ratings of four
or higher on a 7-point Likert item (1: novice~7: expert).
Task Completion Time

There was a signiﬁcant difference in average performance time
across each of the four conditions. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that all task completion time data of Control ( p = .162),
Gaze (p = .059), Gesture ( p = .367) and Combined (p = .138)
were normally distributed. Mauchly’s test (χ 2 (5) = 9.41, p =
.095) did not indicate any violation of sphericity. A repeated
measure ANOVA with Sphericity Assumed (F(3, 33) = 6.073,
p = .002) determined that there was a statistically signiﬁcant
difference in performance time across the four conditions. A
Post Hoc analysis using the Bonferroni correction revealed
that the time (in seconds) to complete the tasks with Combined
cues (M = 139.08, SD = 44.99) was statistically signiﬁcantly
faster than the Control condition (M = 227.75, SD = 88.76,
p = .005). There was no signiﬁcant difference found in time
between all other conditions (Gaze (M = 179.08, SD = 59.51),
Gesture (M = 173.00, SD = 70.11)).
Subjective Questionnaires
Social Presence

To investigate if the type of communication cues affected the
participants’ presence and attention, we used three sub-scales,
Co-presence (CP), Attention Allocation (AA) and Perceived
Message Understanding (PMU) of the Networked Mind Measure of Social Presence Questionnaire [17]. This survey consists of 18 rating items on a 7-point Likert scale (1: Strongly
Disagree~7: Strongly Agree). Regarding CP, a Shapiro-Wilk
test found some of the conditions were not following a normal distribution, so we applied an Align Rank Transform
(ART) [47] before using a Two-Way Mixed ANOVA. The
result showed that there were signiﬁcant difference between
communication cues (F(3, 44) = 22.99, p < .001), the user
roles (F(3, 44) = 4.15, p = .044), as well as the interaction

effect (F(3, 44) = 4.69, p = .004). Figure 7 shows the average
CP rating.

7
6

Co-preseence

Questionnaire [18] for measuring mental and physical load.
We also measured the usability of the system using the System
Usability Scale (SUS) [4]. After completing all four trials,
participants were asked to rank the four conditions, in terms
of advantages and disadvantages of each condition, and they
provided qualitative feedback from open questions in a postexperiment questionnaire.
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Figure 7. Results of Co-presence questionnaires (7-point Likert scale
from 1 to 7, the higher the better).

Participants in the local user role gave a signiﬁcantly higher
rating in the CP scale overall (Local (M = 6.05, SE = 0.07))
than those in the remote user role (Remote (M = 5.84, SE =
0.07)), except in the Control condition (Local (M = 5.13, SE
= 0.17), Remote (M = 5.42, SE = 0.17)). Based on pairwise
comparisons, we found that paired participants gave a signiﬁcantly higher rating to the three visual cues, Gaze (M = 6.08,
SD = 0.89, p < .001), Gesture (M = 6.19, SD = 0.66, p < .001),
Combined (M = 6.22, SD = 0.55, p < .001), than the Control
condition (M = 5.27, SD = 1.46). Meanwhile, the difference
between Gaze and Combined conditions was also statistically
signiﬁcant ( p = .047) in terms of the user’s co-presence experience. However, we found no signiﬁcant difference in AA or
PMU sub-scales.
Spatial Presence (Remote Only)

To study if the different types of communication cues affected
the remote user’s sense of being in a remote location or not,
we used three sub-scales, the Spatial Situation Model (SSM),
the Spatial Presence: Self Location (SPSL), and the Spatial
Presence: Possible Actions (SPPA) of the MEC Spatial Presence Questionnaire [46]. These consisted of 18 rating items
on a 5-point Likert scale (1: Fully Disagree~5: Fully Agree).
The participants were asked to answer these questions only
when they were the remote user. We ran a Friedman test
on the collected data, and results showed that all sub-scales,
SSM (χ 2 (3) = 11.471, p = .009), SPSL (χ 2 (3) = 18.228, p <
.001), SPPA (χ 2 (3) = 9.878, p = .020), had a signiﬁcant difference between cue conditions. Gaze was rated statistically
signiﬁcantly higher for the remote expert’s spatial layout and
self-location awareness than the Combined condition in SSM
(Z = -3.000, p = .003; Gaze (M = 4.17, SD = 0.444), Combined
(M = 4.00, SD = 0.001)) and SPSL (Z = -2.236, p = .025, Gaze
(M = 4.13, SD = 0.502), Combined (M = 3.99, SD = 0.118)).
In contrast, the Combined cues gave signiﬁcantly stronger
feeling of spatial action than Gaze in SPPA (Z = -2.175, p
= .030; Combined (M = 3.96, SD = 0.426), Gaze (M = 3.78,
SD = 0.809)). The strong spatial action feeling suggested that
the participants had the impression that he/she could act that
same as in real life, like moving around among the objects

Remote

Figure 8. Results of the TLX questionnaire (100-points range with 5point steps, 0: very low~100: very high, the lower the better).

System Usability

To evaluate the usability of our system, we used the SUS [4],
which consists of 10 rating items with ﬁve response options
for respondents (from Strongly Disagree to Strongly Agree).
A SUS score of 68 or above is viewed as above average system
usability. Although we investigated the system usability of
natural visual cues for both sides, the 3D live panorama had a
more important inﬂuence on the remote side. Therefore, we
avoided a mixed design testing method but reviewed the result
of each side separately.
The Shapiro-Wilk test on the local side indicated that the
system usability scores for all conditions (Control ( p = .021),
Gaze ( p = .012), Gesture ( p = .001) and Combined (p = .039))
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At the end of all of the trials, we also asked participants to
rank the four cue conditions in their preference for the remote collaboration task. Overall, participants mostly preferred
Combined cues (16 out of 24) as their ﬁrst choice, followed
by Gesture, Gaze and Control options in sequence (Figure 9).
Six local workers commented that they felt more like being
face-to-face with the remote expert in Combined condition.
Four local users regarded the eye gaze as redundant or distracting since they felt that hand gestures were sufﬁcient for most
tasks. There was a signiﬁcant difference in the ranking results
between four cue conditions in pairwise comparison tested
through the Friedman test (χ 2 (3) = 31.50, p < .001). We ran a
Wilcoxon Signed-rank test, and the results showed signiﬁcant
differences between all cue pairs except Gaze and Gesture (Z
= -1.622, p = .195), or Gesture and Combined (Z = -1.429,
p = .153). This shows that Combined cues were ranked and
preferred on both local and remote sides in our tasks (by more
than 50% of the participants).

Gaze

Workload

To compare the participants’ mental and physical effort in each
condition, we used the NASA Task Load Index Questionnaire
(TLX) [18], which consists of six rating items within a 100points range with 5-point steps (0: very low~100: very high,
the lower, the better). A Two-Way Mixed ANOVA method
with ART showed that there was a signiﬁcant difference in
workload between the communication cues (F(3, 44) = 7.85,
p < .001) and the roles (F(3, 44) = 9.80, p = .002), but there
was no signiﬁcant interaction effect between the two factors
(F(3, 44) = 1.43, p = .236)). Figure 8 shows the average rating
results of each condition for TLX. Participants in the local
user role had a signiﬁcantly lower workload rating in all cue
conditions (Local (M = 42.19, SE = 3.25) compared to the
remote user role (Remote (M = 56.58, SE = 3.25)). Based on
the Pairwise Comparisons, we found that paired participants
gave a signiﬁcant lower rating to all visual cues, Gaze (M
= 48.68, SD = 30.34, p = .001), Gesture (M = 47.88, SD =
31.15, p < .001), Combined (M = 46.11, SD = 31.23, p < .001),
compared to the Control cue (M = 54.86, SD = 29.44). There
was no difference between the visual cue conditions though.

have marked deviations from normality, so we used a Friedman
test to test for difference. The result (χ 2 (3) = 8.119, p = .044)
showed that there was a statistically signiﬁcant difference in
the system usability between the four cue conditions for the
local worker. A Post Hoc analysis with Wilcoxon Signedrank tests was conducted with a Bonferroni correction applied,
resulting in a signiﬁcance difference between Gesture and
Gaze (Z = -2.147, p = .032; Gesture (M = 70.00, SD = 14.381),
Gaze (M = 65.42, SD = 10.271)) as well as Gesture and Control
(Z = -2.280, p = .023; Gesture (M = 70.00, SD = 14.381),
Control (M = 58.75, SD = 15.429)). The Shapiro-Wilk test
on the remote side indicated that the system usability scores
of some conditions were not following a normal distribution
(Control ( p = .974), Gaze (p < .001), Gesture (p = .109) and
Combined ( p = .003)). We used a Friedman test, and found
that there was no statistically signiﬁcant difference between
all condition pairs.

Control

and having some effect on things in the environment of the
presentation. No other signiﬁcant difference was found. It is
noticeable that all conditions have an average SSM score of
higher than 4, which indicates that people in these conditions
are feeling a high degree of understanding about the spatial
environment.
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Figure 9. User preference based ranking results (Rank1 is the most preferred, *: statistically signiﬁcant).

DISCUSSION

The user study results show that the use of gaze and gesture
communication cues separately or together improves the local

worker and remote expert collaboration in a MR remote collaboration system, compared to using only speech cues. By
combing gaze and gesture cues, our system can provide a signiﬁcantly stronger feeling of co-presence for both the local and
remote users than using a Gaze cue by itself. The Combined
cues with the hand gesture included were rated signiﬁcantly
higher than gaze alone in terms of ease of performing spatial
actions. Examining our research hypotheses, we found that H1
(sharing visual communication cues) was conﬁrmed as the visual cues affected not only the performance, but also the social
presence, spatial presence, and mental workload of the remote
collaboration experience. H2 (mixing gaze and gesture cues)
was partially veriﬁed since the combined cues provide signiﬁcantly stronger feelings of co-presence and spatial action, but
not the case for other terms.
In the following sections, we discuss the research results, some
experiment observations, and the possible reasons for some of
these results in more detail. We also compare our ﬁndings with
previous related work, especially including gesture sharing in
the 360 and 3D MR remote collaboration studies. Finally, we
discuss the current limitations of our system and research, and
present implications for collaborative MR interface design and
development.
Visual vs. Verbal Cues

We found that combined visual cues signiﬁcantly improved
collaboration efﬁciency by reducing the communication time
compared to using only verbal cues. This could be because
when no visual cues were enabled, local workers had to act
exclusively based on the remote experts’ verbal instructions.
Some remote users provided constructive descriptions which
included spatial information such as “at the edge of the table”
and “in front of the blue headset”, which helped the local
user locate the Lego bricks easier. However, other remote
users often failed to convey useful spatial awareness messages,
using more phrases like “next one”, “keep moving”, and “turn
a little bit” with no detailed reference information, which
prolonged the task completion time. Overall, participant pairs
using hybrid gaze and gesture visual cues completed the tasks
39% faster on average than using verbal cues alone. Paired
participants gave a signiﬁcantly higher rating to all visual
conditions than the verbal-only condition. The natural visual
cues greatly enhanced the feeling of co-presence for the local
users in the AR environment. This could be because the
gaze and gesture cues shared by the remote expert conveyed
different social information (gaze shows awareness, gesture
shows interaction). The visual cues that greatly enhanced the
co-presence for the local worker also had a similar inﬂuence
on the remote expert. They created signiﬁcantly stronger copresence, especially with Combined cues for the remote expert.
As one participant described, “The condition with all the cues
active in it provided me with the maximum ﬂexibility. It was
especially true when asking my partner to re-orient the bricks
by being able to demonstrate it to him via hand gestures”.
Combined vs. Standalone Cues

There was no signiﬁcant difference among three visual cues
for the performance time, showing that combined visual cues
were not as effective in reducing the task completion time

compared with the two standalone visual cues. However, there
was a difference in the beneﬁt of using visual cues regarding
usability. The usability results imply that gaze can be complemented by adding gesture cues to provide a signiﬁcantly better
co-presence experience. One of the participants commented
that “... the mix of all cues was much easier to use, and it feels
more like the person is there with you”, and another participant
mentioned that “... hand plus gaze makes it more like a real
person there”. Combined cues gave a signiﬁcantly stronger
feeling of spatial action than gaze alone. Most participants felt
that they could interact with target objects better and easier as
in real life when gaze worked with hand gestures, as they commented, “Eye gaze was informing my partner about the exact
object that was needed to be picked. Hand gestures helped me
in telling him about the orientation in which the object needed
to be placed. So, I think a combination of all would be pretty
helpful in completing the task quickly and efﬁciently”.
Surprisingly the Gaze condition was rated statistically signiﬁcantly higher by the remote expert for spatial layout and
self-location awareness than the Combined condition in the
shared MR environment. The gaze raycast supports real-time
occlusion with the reconstructed point cloud, and the shadow
collision on the 3D virtual replica created more accurate depth
perception for the remote user to estimate the environment distance without moving around too much, which gestures alone
could not provide. However, adding gestures on top of the
gaze may reduce the spatial awareness especially self-location
terms within our system based on some participants’ feedback.
Since our designed avatar representation is not human-like at
all, the gaze raycast line and the hand gesture mesh will ﬂoat
around in mid-air with no direct visual connection with each
other during the communication. Mixing the augmented gaze
line (long working range) with the gesture model (short working range) would confuse people on the distance perception to
some extent. In terms of the spatial action, gaze could only be
used to indicate the user’s point of interest but cannot support
direct interaction with the environment or objects, and was
rated lower than the Combined cue. For example, gaze alone
cannot be used to position objects with 6 DoF in space.
The SUS scores indicated a signiﬁcant difference in usability
between the Gesture and Gaze conditions and the Gesture and
Control conditions. The Gesture condition had higher usability
scores in our remote collaboration system than the Gaze and
Control conditions. This could be because remote experts usually guided the orientation of Lego bricks with ﬁngers pointing
to the corresponding direction, which efﬁciently assisted the
local worker in identifying the target and placing it correctly.
As one participant said, “I can point in directions of things,
and show which angle it needed to be turned to with hand
gestures”. In comparison, the standalone gaze sharing helped
with localization and showing the target objects but could not
show object-orientation cues. This result is quite different
from Lee et al. [29] for a similar experimental design, where
they found that the view awareness cues were very useful,
while the hand gestures were not used as much. This might be
because our task was more 3D based with detailed depth data,
where their system was not.

Local vs. Remote Users

In terms of the collaboration roles, there was a signiﬁcant
difference in co-presence for both sides. This ﬁnding is in
line with Lee and Teo’s research results [29, 45], that sharing
live panorama enhances social presence in collaboration. Our
remote collaboration system provides the remote user with a
real-time 3D panorama scene to create an immersive experience with intuitive spatial awareness. Remote users gave much
higher Spatial Presence ratings with all cues (> 3.9 out of 5)
than the average value. One remote user reported that with the
shared scene, he was “more aware of the partner”, and could
“walk around” and “see everything”, so he felt “more present”.
However, the local worker generally felt more co-presence
than the remote user, and they also had a signiﬁcantly lower
workload rating in all cue conditions compared to the remote
user. As measured by the NASA TLX survey, the remote user
had a much higher mental workload than the local one, which
is expected since the local user just had to follow the lead of
the remote expert. In contrast, the remote user was surrounded
by the live 3D scene during the task, and had to search for
targets as well as provide communication cues. One remote
user commented that “... too much stuff going on, better to
have either eye gaze or hand, with both it gets too complicated”. One local user did mention that “following all cues
was little tiring and overwhelming. I had a neckache. But
the voice and hand were easy to use and less tiring”, which
indicates that combing the verbal and visual cues could reduce
the communication overload. Although using spatial visual
cues can improve remote performance, it is critical to limit the
number of cues to avoid information overload.

One solution would be to use different methods to display
and smooth gaze movement. For example, it would be better
to visualize gaze on top of the target with a collision-based
indicator to provide more accurate depth perception.
We only focused on the comparison between the verbal and
visual cues in this study but did not conduct any deeper conversational analysis to investigate their correlation. Moreover,
only one-way eye gaze and/or hand gesture were shared, which
could be enhanced by studying mutual sharing in further investigation. We used simple avatars to represent collaborators, which might affect the usability in our case. A more
human-like or realistic avatar could be applied to the system
to possibly improve the embodiment and collaboration.
Design Implications

By sharing natural cues from a remote expert to a local worker
and visualizing these cues on both sides, we learned several
design implications for future MR remote collaboration systems:
1. Combining gaze and gesture cues can provide a better copresence experience and feeling of spatial action in shared
MR remote collaboration.
2. Gaze cues can provide better spatial layout and self-location
awareness in a shared MR environment as they enhance
depth and distance perception.
3. By immersing themselves in the 3D 360 scene, remote users
can get a higher spatial presence rating with all cues.
4. By receiving augmented visual cues, the local user can have
a lower workload than the remote user.

Limitations

Our remote collaboration system works well with non-verbal
communication cues in a simple controlled environment. However, there are still many aspects that need to be further improved. For example, the studied task was simpliﬁed for the
usability evaluation purpose, and was different from typical
real world tasks. More human factor elements need to be
considered if we would like to apply our system in practical
working scenarios in industry, such as the physical ergonomics
of the headset, how to convey audio and visual cues, and how
to reliably capture gaze and gesture cues.
Although our 3D capture unit is a small size considering its
large scanning volume, the remote expert may suffer from
depth shadows cast by the local worker when he/she stands
between the unit and its surroundings. In our study, the local
participant could easily walk sideways to avoid this problem,
but this would not be ideal in practice. This might be ﬁxed
by adding another depth sensor on the AR headset worn by
the local worker to ﬁll in the shadowed area by stitching its
data correctly in real time. During the user study, several
participants expressed some concerns about aspects of the
visual cue display. For example, four local users reported
that the gaze did not accurately point to the target (“... the
gaze was not accurate enough”). Two participants explicitly
stated that gaze sharing did not feel comfortable because it
moved too quickly when “the remote person shifts their gaze
around a lot”. Part of the problems was caused by the incorrect
depth perception of the raycast and inconsistent eye-tracking.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we present a MR remote collaboration system
with gaze and gesture visual cues for real-time task assistance. The system supports capturing and sharing of a 3D
live panorama in point-cloud format from the local to the remote side for better spatial awareness and immersion. We
conducted a user study to investigate the beneﬁts of providing
natural gaze and gesture cues during the collaboration task.
We concluded that sharing gaze and gestures from the remote
user to the local can signiﬁcantly reduce the task completion
time. The local worker felt signiﬁcantly higher system usability with the gesture cue than gaze, as well as signiﬁcantly
less mental workload than the remote expert. By combing
gaze and gesture cues, the system can provide a signiﬁcantly
stronger feeling of co-presence for both local and remote sides
than when using a gaze cue by itself. The combined cues with
the hand gesture included were rated signiﬁcantly higher than
gaze alone in terms of the spatial action, but the gaze cue gave
a signiﬁcantly higher level of spatial layout and self-location
awareness than the combined cues. The feedback also showed
that both local and remote users preferred using combined
cues over gaze or gestures alone.
In the future, we would like to explore MR collaboration
with mutual natural communication cues from both sides. We
would also plan to explore the usability difference between the
2D and 3D live panorama views, as well as single and multiple
360◦ live panorama views.
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